Journée Louise Harel
“Evolution and Cancer in 2019”
Thursday, February, 07, 2019
Curie Institute, Conference Room Constant Burg, Paris, France

Definitive Program

08.45 - 09.00  Welcoming the participants

09.00 - 09.30  Introduction
Manuel RODRIGUES, President of the Société Française du Cancer
Frédéric THOMAS, Director of Research of the CNRS

Conferences

09.30 - 10.05  Carlo MALEY  Leveraging evolution and ecology to control cancer
10.05 - 10.40  James DeGREGORI  The evolution of cancer as we age – not so inevitable
10.40 - 11.15  Kenneth PIENTA  Applying Optimal Foraging Theory to understand cancer Metastasis

11.15 - 11.35  Coffee break

Conferences

11.35 - 12.10  Susanne SEBENS  Dormancy: an evolutionary key phenomenon in cancer development
12.10 - 12.45  Beata UJVARI  The ecology and evolution of transmissible cancers

12.45 - 14.00  Lunch (1h15)

Conferences

14.00 - 14.35  Joshua SCHIFFMAN  Evolutionary medicine and the search for better cancer therapy
14.35 - 15.10  Robert GATENBY  Talk on Adaptive Therapy
15.10 - 15.45  Joël BROWN  The Evolutionary and Ecological Contexts of Adaptive Therapy

15.45 - 16.05  Coffee break

Conferences

16.05 - 16.40  Nicholas MACGRANAHAN  Lung Cancer Evolution and Immune Evasion

Conclusion

16.40 - 17.15  Robert GATENBY & Carlo MALEY